


layers. Moreover, because of inherent interdependence, the

layers must communicate a lot. To handle these challenges

CERBERO approach leverages on two main pillars:

• a model-centric approach to the scenario and system defini-

tion, where all the functional, physical, and network compo-

nents as well as the environment are kept into consideration

along with the properties that have to be addressed.

• a multi-layer runtime adaptation strategy for CPS, embod-

ied within a high-level self-adaptation engine capable of

reacting to external stimulus and autonomously adapting to

the evolution of the scenario or constraints.

These two pillars, presented in Sect. II-A and Sect. II-B, re-

spectively, contribute to determine the CERBERO continuous
design and operational framework for highly interconnected

systems presented in Sect. II-C.

A. Model-Centric Approach

Computational, physical and communication layers within

CERBERO are going to be cross-optimized, taking into con-

sideration that they are intrinsically concurrent, among each

other and internally. To answer the current lack of a com-

prehensive modeling strategy for heterogeneous CPS, CER-

BERO intends to implement a component-oriented approach,

with dedicated model-to-model mapping and synchronization

interfaces with feedback loops. This strategy is meant to

concurrently handle time-continuum and event-driven models

that need to coexist, since they are representative of both the

physical and the computing aspects of the system, while asyn-

chronous, partially-ordered discrete actions or clock-driven

time slots describe the communication layer. In order to rec-

oncile these divergent models, and ensure interoperability and

communication between components, we plan to incorporate

the following elements in the CERBERO framework:

1) Functional and non-functional requirements management:
Generic requirements (e.g., security, energy, dependability)

and highly application-specific ones (e.g., the availability

of charging points on EV network) are handled. By study-

ing and defining adequate description languages and by

providing a generic library of reusable Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) models, we intend to tackle adaptivity in

different scenarios and models re-use in consecutive design

and operational cycles. Such KPIs also offer an objective

and quantitative analysis of the system.

2) Entity/components cross-optimization and validation:
Dataflow Models of Computation (MoCs) provide precise

semantics to express and, consequently, exploit the

intrinsic computing problem parallelism. As demonstrated

in literature [8], they are extremely suitable to model both

hardware (HW) and software (SW) components at a high

level of abstraction, and to perform trade-off analysis and

components cross-optimization. On the other hand, state

based stochastic algebraic and differential inequalities are

suited to represent a large class of dynamic systems. The

combination of these models is meant to input effective

design space exploration (DSE) and multi-objective

Pareto co-optimization of distributed systems (e.g. energy,

memory, Quality of Service -QoS-, etc.). As an outcome of

the project, we expect to provide libraries of such models,

exploring also the network-related CPSoS parameters by

mixing formal methods with event-driven and dataflow

simulations.

3) Flexibility and Adaptivity modeling and verification: CPS

are dynamically evolving systems required to adapt to

variable external conditions. Runtime models, integrated

in CERBERO-compliant platforms, intend to manage au-

tonomous behavior, i.e., triggering reconfiguration in re-

sponse to real-time sensed data, human inputs or varied

system constraints. KPIs, evaluated by simulations and

by executing component models in reconfigurable devices,

are meant to estimate the costs and the effects of func-

tional, technological and architectural parameters. They

are integrated within the self-adaptation engine (see II-B)

to feed a continuous evaluation of the system properties

at runtime. Runtime performance/fault/energy monitors, in

fact, are capable of providing self/environment-awareness

to drive the embedded models. The models implement

local smart decision-making mechanisms that propose

(where and when needed) the most appropriate system (re-

)configuration.

B. Runtime Autonomous Engine

CERBERO intends to implement cross-layer strategies for

adaptation, based on runtime models, locally driven by sensed

and processed data. The proposed strategy, to be imple-

mented within a self-adaptation engine, is meant to pro-

vide autonomous runtime reconfiguration support, guided by

functional scenario needs, changed QoS requirements, energy

consumption criteria, sensor-processing analysis and reaction

to unexpected and emergent behaviors.

Adaptation could be done in many levels: robust task

scheduling policies reduce the need for reconfiguration on

the first place; dynamic scheduling provides effective load

balancing; functional tasks and requirements could adapt to

changing conditions; communication and HW devices could

dynamically reconfigure (i.e. components switched on/off or

substituted) based on internal and/or external conditions. We

intend to provide support and implementation of all these

strategies, having identified two primary features for runtime

adaptivity:

1) Self-Adaptiveness: Building on self-awareness, i.e., self-

monitoring, and context-awareness, self-management is

implemented to achieve predictable, autonomous response

in uncertain hybrid environments. Dynamic resource man-

agement strategies are meant to trade off in real time

between functional and non-functional requirements; while

embedded estimation models are meant to support the

decision-making process to dynamically select the optimal

system configuration. Such dynamic models are meant to

master the overall system adaptation (including HW, SW

and network components) according to runtime sensed



(continuously retrieved by HW monitors or SW agents)

or processed data.

2) System Reconfiguration: High-level models and intermedi-

ate representations are going to be exploited to enable the

design of heterogeneous and coarse grain reconfigurable

systems, regardless core types (e.g. ARM, FPGA, etc.)

and based on industrial standards (e.g. LLVM, OpenCL),

adding just-in-time compilation from some of their in-

termediate representations. Heterogeneous coarse grained

computing devices provide massively parallel resources

that can be used to enhance performance metrics. In this

sense it may be extremely beneficial to jointly exploit

coarse grained reconfigurable accelerators (limiting their

inactivity with switch off policies) and dynamic partial

reconfiguration to foster components reuse, replacing inac-

tive slots by other elements that need to be executed. The

Artico3 architecture [9] is to be used for HW acceleration,

provides a method for runtime selecting a variable number

of HW accelerators with adaptable module redundancy,

performance and energy consumption. Artico3 will be

adapted to other models of computation such as dataflow,

combined with just-in-time compilation to provide func-

tionality, performance and energy adaptation. Moreover,

flexibility is achieved also by means of SW reconfiguration,

which is guaranteed in a distributed way by the close

cooperation of intelligent SW agents (that ensure optimal

tasks execution according to the given constraints) and SW

supervisors (that master the agents to decide upon tasks

delegation and eventual migration). Work on the Parameter-

ized and Interfaced Synchronous (PiSDF) DataFlow MoC,

is envisioned for adaptive scheduling of parameterized

processing tasks over heterogeneous multi-core systems.

C. Continuous Design Environment

To overcome the limits of current tools, CERBERO provides

a continuous design environment enabling early-stage analysis,

optimization and verification of functional and non-functional

requirements, modifying CPS system design approach from a

V to a ladder paradigm, as depicted in Fig. 1 and relieving

designers from manual and complex HW/SW tuning phases.

Fig. 1. CERBERO design approach.

The model-based approach (Sect. II-A) and adaptivity

(Sect. II-B) pillars are supported by this design framework

where all the properties and system characteristics are tackled

concurrently right at the model-level to cross-optimize net-

work and physical components, as well as, cross-configure

the HW and SW layers. During the project lifetime, novel

simplex-type algorithms are meant to be developed for the

efficient optimization of dynamic systems described by state-

based algebraic and differential inequalities with uncertain

parameters, as well as, efficient representation of black box

models of complex properties or verification tools. Here follow

the primary framework features.

1) Cross-Layer Optimization: Ideal system partitioning and

components cross-optimization, with emphasis on the re-

configurable HW and SW entities and their adaptivity

agents/supervisors. The idea is adopting Mathematical

Programming for simulation-based and stochastic control

approaches to build cognitive CPS. Robust or stochastic

multi-mode optimal control may recognize optimal condi-

tions for mode change. High fidelity simulations and formal

verification techniques providing feedback for optimization

are meant to be incorporated in a holistic DSE cycle.

2) Requirements analysis for maintenance and reconfigura-
tion: Verification tools and algorithms able to deal with

requirements expressed with formal languages to support

designers in rapidly identifying bugs, i.e. where the (sub-)

system does not meet specifications, and to correct errors

by means of (semi-) automated repair techniques, coping

with the sources of complexity coming from CPS scenarios.

3) Rapid Prototyping and Continuous Deployment: Optimal-

by-design system deployment. The goal is extending auto-

mated strategies and support tools to remove the need for

double hard/soft competences, to bridge the SW produc-

tivity gap and relieve designers from the burden of char-

acterization of the optimal node. In addition, system-in-

the-loop simulation capabilities are featured to provide co-

simulation of components models in virtual environments

together with physical devices. This is a key-selling feature

of our approach, fostering a gradual implementation of

models into physical devices without losing their interac-

tion with the whole system and environment. New physical

components can then be verified and validated with the

same set of stimuli and evaluation environment used during

the modeling phase, ensuring effective system maintenance

and incremental evolution.

CERBERO continuous design and operational framework
is meant to be composed of a set of interoperable com-

ponents, among which state-of-the-art tools are flanked by

newly designed ones. Tab. I lists the set of tools currently

representing the framework basis, emphasizing the planned

advances/extensions necessary to tackle dynamic and hetero-

geneous CPS and CPSoS scenarios. One of the CERBERO

outcomes is the definition of an integrated design environment,

where all these components are interconnected and coexist.

III. VALIDATION PLAN

The effectiveness of the proposed approach will be assessed

in challenging and diverse scenarios. We do not provide a

one-fit-to-all unfeasible solution, rather we intend to exploit

composability and incremental refinement cycles, leveraging

on common modeling components and property libraries to be



TABLE I
COMPONENTS OF THE CERBERO DESIGN FRAMEWORK

Tool Current Feature(s) Foreseen Extension(s)
DynAA [10] Agent-based analysis tool, combines features from system and network

simulators. It provides: 1) Semi-integrated cross-layer modeling of com-
puting and network components for self-adaptive networked systems. 2)
Code generation for simulation purposes. 3) Special modeling constructors
for large distributed system and for reconfigurable aspects.

1) More formal models of computation. 2) New system properties.
3) System-in-the-loop simulation.

PREESM [11]
SPIDER
RTOS [12]

They provide: 1) Parameterized dataflow specification of an application.
2) DSE and adaptive parallel code execution.

1) Support external events in simulations. 2) New Model of
Architecture (MoA) to achieve simplicity, simulation speed and
accuracy. 3) System- and SoS-level DSE.

AOW [13] Cross-optimization component core. It provides: 1) Multi-objective and
multi-layer architecture optimization. 2) Management of multiple metrics
(i.e. HW/SW mapping, energy and data distribution, cost, failure rate, etc).
3) Support for Mixed Integer Linear Programming optimization.

1) Support for Robust Mixed Integer Continuous Linear Program-
ming. 2) New system properties (i.e. reconfiguration and security).

Orcc [14] Dataflow MoC Compiler. It provides several back-ends for HW and SW
code generation.

1) Backend for runtime energy estimation on multi-core based on
performance monitoring counters (PMC), for energy-aware SW
reconfiguration purposes.

MarsPower[15]
PAPI [16]

MARSPower, based on PMCs, provides energy consumption estimation in
multi-core systems for reconfiguration purposes. PAPI manages PMCs.

1) Novel selection procedures of the training sequences to avoid
over-fitting estimations. 2) Novel PMC-events filtering techniques.

ARTICo3
frame-
work [9]

It provides: 1) Support for Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration (DPR) on
FPGA. 2) Runtime post-implementation DSE. 3) Support for memory-
mapped accelerators.

1) Support for dataflow MoC. 2) On-the-fly HW module composi-
tion. 3) Architecture-level dependability (e.g. hash-based temporal
module redundancy to enhance fault tolerance).

MDC [17] It provides: 1) Automatic deployment of coarse-grained multi-functional
co-processors. 2) Dynamic power consumption management.

1) High-level profiling capabilities. 2) Support for combined
Coarse-Grained Reconfiguration and DPR on FPGA.

specialized according to the use-case peculiarities. Common

models include analysis metrics and KPIs, multi-mode tasks,

SW agents, distributed and hierarchical SW supervisors, and

reconfigurable HW and network devices. Data driven model

discovery would support model customization to specific

use cases. The evaluation procedure is meant to start from

use-case skeletons (prepared assembling the above-mentioned

common components and models) that will undergo a first

compatibility test (to guarantee proper interconnection entities

and databases) prior to the customization step. This allows

achieving the following feedback on proposed libraries:

• substrate and network characterization, along with

application/platform-specific code generation;

• compile-time mapping and partitioning to guarantee multi-

ple critical constraints including (where and when neces-

sary) dependability, security, power efficiency, high perfor-

mance, size and cost;

• sensor and self-monitoring scenario-aware runtime support;

• continuous requirements analysis capable, by means of ad-

hoc counter examples, to guarantee robust system mainte-

nance and potentially trigger reconfiguration.

To demonstrate the portability of the proposed approach we

have chosen three highly diverse test-cases, which span from a

single embedded high reliability system to a highly networked

one: a self-healing controlling device for the Mars Exploration

Rover, a sub-sea and ocean monitoring SoS, and a highly

networked Smart Travelling use case for Electric Vehicles.

A. Self-Healing System for Planetary Exploration

The objective of this use case is twofold. On one side it

focuses on a single unique embedded CPS; while, on the

other, it focuses on its integration with other systems of a

planetary exploration mission. The use case focuses on the

ExoMars mission, which will be the first mission to combine

the capability to move across the surface and to study Mars at

depth. The primary goal is to provide self-monitoring and self-
healing capabilities by means of high performance sensor pro-

cessing techniques, triggering dynamic reconfiguration of the
embedded computing system to overcome the failures caused

by the radiation or the harsh environmental conditions. The

main controller device of the robotic units (e.g., arm and rover

locomotion system) will be designed adopting commercial-

off-the-shelf (COTS) solution and the capability to survive

the Mars and space environment applying flexible, hetero-

geneous multi-core architecture, self-reconfigurable and with

self-healing capabilities. Such support will ensure long-term
maintenance of the system and will guarantee the possibility

of dealing with the stringent survival conditions and reliability
constraints of a robotic exploration mission. The CERBERO

design framework is meant to master the following trade-offs.

1) Failure detection level and failure detection time vs. Mon-

itoring logic overhead.

2) On-board Autonomy vs. Downtime/Reconfiguration Time.

3) HW ruggedization vs. Increased area/power.

4) Degree of autonomy and Type/number of correctable errors

vs. System predictability.

The second objective focuses on a wider scenario taking into

account the SoS typical of a planetary exploration scenario,

which has different actors and system contributing to the final

objectives, i.e. astronauts, supporting satellites, earth control

station, exploration rovers and other support facilities among

others. These systems are interconnected within a SoS; they

usually have a static allocation of function and performance

with poor or no self-reconfigurability or self healing capa-

bilities. The main goal is to provide self-monitoring and
self-healing capabilities by means of sub-systems integration.

In particular, in case of anomaly, through the abstraction

hierarchy-based modeling, we intend to enable a cognitive



work-based decision making process that investigates global

solution involving all different systems, reaching then the over-

all mission target. The basic idea is to exploit the functionality

of each of the systems involved in the mission for re-plan and

re-configure the procedures to get the final mission objective

even in case of a failure in a single system. The CERBERO

approach guarantees efficient support for hierarchy-based SoS

modeling and high-level analysis, to provide a decision making

support both for astronauts and control engineers on earth for

mission reconfiguration and re-planning.

B. Ocean Monitoring

A type of smart video-sensing unmanned vehicles with

immersive environmental monitoring capabilities (i.e., marine

eyeballs capturing videos/images of on-sea and subsea sur-

roundings) composes the SoS representative of this scenario.

Such marine robots can be remote controlled within wireless

reach and visible sight, and capable of self-operation and
navigation. Robots will be equipped with new sensing and
processing capabilities, not only to navigate and operate the

robot, but also for data analysis and information fusion. Real-
time processing and adaptation is required to address the

rapidly changing environment conditions in order to obtain

or maintain positions on sea. From the computational point of

view, a heterogeneous multi-core processor infrastructure is

needed to integrate the sensors, wireless communication, and

actuators, and further to manage vehicle navigation and infor-

mation processing. The aim is for the electronic components of

the robots to be 100% battery driven, solar and wind charged,

which would be particularly helpful in challenging recharging

scenarios, i.e. the Arctic areas during winter time, or when

communication with the vehicle has temporarily been lost.

The CERBERO design framework aims to enable and support

effective and cost efficient design of autonomous, adaptive and

dependable marine robots by:

1) Cross-optimization of computation, storage, and network

communication of the involved sub-systems.

2) Rapid prototyping/integration of autonomous vehicle with

multiple sensors.

3) Usage of standardized communication within the intercon-

nected SoS and the reuse of proven lower level SW drivers

for sensors and actuators to keep development costs low.

4) Energy efficiency.

C. Smart Travelling for Electric Vehicle

The third scenario is the most networked one, being com-

posed of different sub-systems:

• the Electric Vehicle with distributed communication capa-

bilities, responsible also of monitoring and safeguarding the

vehicle battery life;

• the Person who requires traveling and has normally multiple

communication devices containing a Personal Agenda that

determine his/her traveling requirements;

• the Smart Home to which the vehicle can connect to re-

ceive electricity and gather/provide data, managing localized

home energy buffering;

• the Smart Energy Grid to which the vehicle can connect,

from the home or other locations;

• the Smart Mobility provides mobility-aware functionality

such as parking places, charge points, public transport, etc.;

• the Smart Health involves in-situ monitoring of health

related parameters, suggesting/tuning related advice.

Due to the different involved heterogeneous concurrent sub-

systems, this scenario requires a high degree of autonomy and

support for adaptability to cope with real life circumstances.

Moreover, it requires to integrate the distributed communica-
tion layers of the different involved systems. The CERBERO

model-based approach and its corresponding framework are

meant to facilitate the design of such a complex CPSoS,

where several dependencies and a plethora of highly different

requirements have to be considered. For that, CERBERO

will improve the state-of-the-art on (1) cross-layer and cross-

domain optimization and validation of a multi-domain sce-

nario; and (2) cross-verification and testing of physical and

virtual (simulated) systems by means of the system-in-the-loop

simulation.

IV. FINAL REMARKS AND DISCUSSION

As already said, the design of CPS and CPSoS is entangled

with complexity management at different levels. Dynamic

behaviors and heterogeneity are top-priority ones, since their

ineffective treatment can lead to performance failure and to

difficulties in system development and maintenance. Adaptiv-

ity and heterogeneity management, by means of a complete

design framework for reconfigurable CPS and CPSoS in

uncertain hybrid environment, are the long-term mission of

the CERBERO project. In Sect. IV-A we compare CERBERO

with respect to the state-of-the-art approaches. Sect. IV-B

defines our mid-term plan.

A. Beyond the State of the Art

Time-to-market and design productivity can be largely

improved by the adoption of comprehensive and automatic

design toolchains. Several methodologies and frameworks are

available for CPS engineering (e.g., [2], [3], [4], [18], [19],

[20], [21], [5]). All these tools offer support for different

aspects of modeling and design, and, usually, simulation.

Only few support optimization (e.g., [4], [5], [21]) and code

generation (e.g., [2], [20]). None of them intrinsically supports

CPS adaptivity and reconfiguration or in-the-loop simulation.

CERBERO design environment, whose components cover all

the above-mentioned features, exploits cross-optimization of

components model-based design (as depicted in Fig. 1) to

improve time-to-market and, in turn, productivity. Moreover,

it is also capable of featuring support for heterogeneity that,

despite a significant effort in this sense [22], is still an open

issue. As an example, the envisioned seamless interoperability

among AOW, DynAA and PREESM will allow the cross-

optimization of heterogeneous multi-core nodes at the SoS

level. PREESM will retrieve event-driven information from

AOW or DynAA and combine it with dataflow information

for cross-layer optimization (energy and latency aware) and for



ensuring computation reliability (deadlock-freeness, livelock-

freeness, memory management). DynAA, Orcc, MARSPower,

PAPI, ARTICo3 and MDC already partially address adaptivity

and will be extended for in-loop simulation. Moreover, all the

CERBERO compliant platforms are meant to be self-adaptive

as explained in Sect. II-B.
With respect to other framework-oriented EU projects,

CERBERO can be compared with INTO-CPS (http://into-

cps.au.dk/) that aims at creating an integrated toolchain for

comprehensive model-based design of CPS. It addresses mod-

eling, design and verification, integrating existing industry-

strength tools, based centrally around Functional Mockup

Interface compatible co-simulation. CERBERO, as well as

INTO-CPS, leverages on a model-based approach and on a

comprehensive design environment, but it offers also runtime

support for adaptivity and cross-layer optimization. With re-

spect to this latter, AOW, the core component in charge of

cross-layer optimization in the CERBERO design environ-

ment, intends to extend Measure-based Continuous Linear

Programming [23] to support both linear and polynomial

functions (more suitable for real-life problems), integrating

objectives based on Robust Optimization with budgeted un-

certainty and multi-objective Pareto-optimal hybrid solutions.

The idea is exploiting Robust Mixed Integer Continuous

Linear Programming to provide optimal system architecture

and control policy, compliant with deterministic and uncertain

environments as of CPS and CPSoS.

B. Mid-Term CERBERO Research Plan
The CERBERO consortiums vision is to extend and improve

methods and tools to enable quick and cost effective design

and deployment of interoperable, energy efficient, secure, and

connected smart CPS and CPSoS devices. This is a long-term

objective, which will continue long beyond the end of the

project. To reach it, a set of mid-term goals have been defined

and will be addressed as soon as the project begins:

• raising the level of abstraction in CPS design by defining:

– highly reusable and customizable set of common analysis

metrics and KPIs;

– simulation and executable models of self-adaptive and

reconfigurable components representing the different CPS

and CPSoS layers;

• defining multi-layer (HW and SW) sensor-/data-driven

reconfiguration strategies, implemented within a self-

adaptation engine;

• defining continuous time cross-optimization strategies, exe-

cuting runtime requirements trade-offs analysis and, when

and where possible, system adjustments.

Along with these scientific goals, our research agenda includes

also the definition of efficient model-to-model interfaces,

framework integration strategies, and a preliminary definition

of the skeletons of the use-case demonstrators (to enable quick

prototype deployment and assessment). Finally, to guarantee

a successful implementation of the CERBERO framework, a

dedicated task provides the roadmap to a fully marketable

version.
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